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Columbus, IN 47202-3005
U.S.A.

SERVICE IN-SHOP
OR ON-SITE.
GUARANTEED.
Pre-Owned Industrial
Engine Coverage Plan

EVERY CHOICE.
TM

GENUINE.

CUMMINS MIDRANGE
OVERHAUL PROGRAM

The Best On Every Level.

Level Three: Cummins ReCon® Engine.

Cummins MidRange engine customers can choose
from three different levels:*

When you need an overhaul but can’t afford the
downtime, consider this alternative: a Cummins
ReCon engine. In less time than an in-frame
overhaul, you can have a completely remanufactured
engine, built and tested to Cummins performance
standards, installed in your equipment and ready
to run.

Level One
Cummins Basic Overhaul
Level Two
Cummins NOW® Overhaul
Level Three Cummins ReCon® Engine

Level One: Cummins Basic Overhaul.
If your engine just needs a basic overhaul, there’s a genuine
advantage to using Genuine Cummins Overhaul parts. Every
overhaul part is engineered with the latest improvements,
built and tested to meet rigid Cummins quality standards.
Plus, they come with a full factory warranty backed by the
largest parts/service network worldwide, with over 5,500
locations. These warranties cover 100% parts and labor,
for up to 6 months with unlimited miles, kilometers or
hours. The benefit is long-lasting performance you can
depend on, for years to come.
Cummins makes the overhaul even simpler and more
affordable by offering all the parts needed for an overhaul
in one box – Overhaul Kits that can be ordered by one
part number.
Engine Family

Overhaul Kit Fleet Pricing As Low As

B3.9

$723

B5.9

$1,012

C8.3/ISC

$1,736

*Check with your Cummins dealer or distributor for complete pricing
details on all three levels.

Level Two: Cummins NOW ® Overhaul.
When you want a comprehensive overhaul, consider
the Cummins NOW Overhaul.* It includes a complete
teardown and inspection of key engine components,
replacement as needed with Genuine Cummins new and
ReCon parts. Cummins trained and certified technicians
perform the work, and you get a nationwide warranty
that’s good for 2 years/100,000 miles (160,935 km) or
2,000 hours on replacement parts, inspected parts and
installation workmanship related to the covered parts.
This program will give you all the confidence and peace
of mind that you need.
*The NOW Overhaul is available for C8.3, ISC, QSC, ISL and QSL engines
and covers overhauls performed at a select group of certified dealers and
distributors, and comes with a comprehensive National Overhaul Warranty.
See Bulletin 4021552 for more details.

Unlike used engines that can’t be trusted, Cummins
ReCon engines are totally stripped down, each
component is cleaned, examined and checked,
worn parts are replaced with new ones, and the
engine is remanufactured on a factory assembly
line. Then every engine is tested to ensure proper
performance, and backed by a full warranty for up
to 2 years or 100,000 miles (160,935 km). You can
even purchase an extended warranty good
for up to 5 years/300,000 miles (482,804 km),
whichever comes first.
We spend a lot of extra time building Cummins
ReCon engines. You gain a lot of time buying and
running them.
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For additional information on Genuine Cummins new
and ReCon products, visit QuickServe Online
at http://quickserve.cummins.com or call us at
1-800-DIESELS (1-800-343-7357).
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Every Answer.

Phone: 1-800-DIESELS (1-800-343-7357)
Fax: 1-800-232-6393
Internet: everytime.cummins.com

Rather than having to look up and order each part
separately, you can now order complete Overhaul Kits
with just one part number. To ensure that you are
getting the right parts, go to a nearby authorized
Cummins parts and service location with your engine
model and year or, better yet, your engine’s serial
number (the ESN can be found on the engine data
plate mounted to the gear housing). Or, place your
order with a local Cummins dealer or distributor using
QuickServe® Online, at http://quickserve.cummins.com.
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